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16.4
COMPRESSION MACHINES

COMPUTERIZED AND AUTOMATIC TESTING MACHINES

Enbloc welded frame

SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS

KC 150/A KC 200/A KC 300/A KC 400/A KC 500/A

Capacity (kN) 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000

Max. vertical span (mm) 315 (1) 340 410 * 510 *
Min. vertical span (mm) 110 mm with distance piece KR 10

Max. horizontal span (mm) 236 288 325 525 540

Usable ram travel (mm) 50

Testing platens (mm) ø 218 ø 285 310 x 310

Distance pieces 
(supplied as standard)

KR 15 N° 3 KR 10 + KR 12 N. 6 KR 10 N. 8 KR 10

Standard sample size:

- cubes 100 mm YES (4) YES

- cubes 150 mm YES

- cubes 200 mm NO YES

- cubes 300 mm NO YES (2) YES

- cylinders: dia. 100 x 200 mm YES (3) YES

- cylinders: dia. 15 x 30 cm - 6 x 12” YES

- cylinders: dia. 160 x 320 mm YES (5) YES

Measuring indicator (strength) computer and electronic cards

Load sensor pressure transducer (extensometric type)

Reading range (kN) from 0 to 1500 from 0 to 2000 from 0 to 3000 from 0 to 4000 from 0 to 5000

Measuring range (kN) from 150 to 1500 from 200 to 2000 from 300 to 3000 from 400 to 4000 from 500 to 5000

Divisions (kN) 0.1

Class of the machines 1

Operation 220 V, 50 Hz, single phase - 1840 Watts (6) 380 V, 50 Hz, 3 ph, 3 kW

Dimensions frame (cm) 58 x 40 x 111 72 x 43 x 132 80 x 43 x 132 100 x 55 x 160 117 x 110 x 220

Dimensions packed frame (cm) 90 x 60 x 140 110 x 70 x 160 130 x 100 x 200 140 x 130 x 245

Dimensions console/packed console (cm) 65 x 55 x 120 / 90 x 60 x 140

Dimensions computer group packed (cm) 120 x 90 x 75

Weight: net/packed (kg) 450 / 530 665 / 785 910 / 1030 1550 / 1700 3700 / 3850

Note: 
1)  330 mm with lower testing platen KR 93 (accessory);
     330 mm with KR 93/V (free of charge replacement of the standard testing platen)
2)   KR 39: variation of the testing platens (310 x 310 mm)
3)   with distance piece (N°2) KR 10
4)   with distance piece KR 10
5)  machines with 330 mm vertical span
6)  Other voltages available upon request 

*     KR 55: winch for lifting lower test platen  (suggested)
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KC 300/A   

16.4
 COMPRESSION MACHINES

This series of machines uses the enbloc frame (general features on page 401).
The hydraulic power pack, the control panel and the measuring devices are housed in a separate control cabinet. 
Safety kit comprising microprocessor for front guard and ram stroke limiting device. 
These machines allow completely automatic testing cycle thanks to a feedback system which regulates the load pace to the 
preset rate. Manual pace control is also provided (with special valve) for special tests and for calibration purposes.
This series of automatic, computerised machines, contrary to the previous models, defi ned simply as automatic, do not 
require the Eurotronic readout unit but have, instead, special logical cards installed inside the control console. 
The standard software pilots the feedback system of the machine and receives the test data in Windows environment.
The results are printed together with the general information input by the user. To control the load pace rate it is possible to 
obtain a load/time graph either on screen or via printer. Management of test fi les is very simple.
These machines are particularly suitable to have auxiliary transducers (load or deformation) connected which are specifi cally 
required for measuring particular specimen characteristics such as the modulus of elasticity or Poisson ratio. 
Input channels are 8 as standard, but it is possible to have a second electronic card for a further 8 channels.
Modifi ed software will be necessary, of course.
The computer supplied is always one of the latest internationally renowned brand models with 17” colour monitor accompanied 
by a laser printer.

In compliance with Standards  EN 12390-4 -  BS 1610 -   BS 1881.

Accessories: on pages 432-434

COMPUTERIZED TESTING MACHINE  -   WITH FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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16.4
COMPRESSION MACHINES

SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS

KC 200/EUR KC 300/EUR KC 400/EUR

Capacity (kN) 2000 3000 4000
Max. vertical span (mm) 340

Min. vertical span (mm) 160 (110 mm with distance piece KR 10)

Max. horizontal span (mm) 280 325 495

Usable ram travel (mm) 50

Testing platens (mm) ø 285 310 x 310

Standard distance pieces 
supplied as standard  (mm)

KR 12 KR 12

N° 3 KR 10 N° 3 KR 10

Standard sample size

Cubes 100 mm YES (3)
Cubes 150 mm YES

Cubes 200 mm YES

Cubes 300 mm NO YES (1) YES

Cylinders: dia. 100 x 200 mm YES

Cylinders: dia. 15 x 30 cm - 6 x 12” YES

Cylinders: dia. 160 x 320 mm YES

Measuring indicator (strength) computer and electronic card

Load sensor pressure transducer (extensometric type)

Reading range (kN) From 0 to 2000 From 0 to 3000 From 0 to 4000

Measuring range (kN) From 200 to 2000 From 300 to 3000 From 400 to 4000

Divisions (kN) 0.1

Class of the machines 1

Operation 220 V, 50 Hz, 1 ph - 1840 W (2) 380V, 50Hz, 3ph, 3kW

Dimensions frame (cm) 60 x 55 x 153 70 x 51 x 162 86 x 56 x 156

Dimensions packed frame (cm) 90 x 60 x 165 140 x 70 x 184

Dimensions console/packed console (cm) 65 x 55 x 120 / 90 x 60 x 140

Dimensions computer group packed (cm) 120 x 80 x 75

Weight net/packed (kg) 1030 / 1210 1695 / 1785 3850 / 4100

Four column frame

COMPUTERIZED AND AUTOMATIC TESTING MACHINES

Note:  

1)  with platens KR 39 (310 x 310 mm) VARIATION
2)  other voltages available upon request
3)  with KR 10 distance piece (diameter 200 x 50 mm) 
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16.4
 COMPRESSION MACHINES

This series of machines uses the four column frame (general features on page 401).
The columns are chrome-plated and accurately machined to guarantee an axiality tolerance better than 0.05 mm. The 
hydraulic power pack, the control panel and the measuring devices are housed in a separate control cabinet. 
These machines allow completely automatic testing cycle thanks to a feedback system which regulates the load pace to the 
preset rate. Manual pace control is also provided (with special valve) for special test and for  calibration purposes.
This series of automatic, computerised machines, contrary to the previous models, defi ned simply as automatic, do not 
require the Eurotronic readout unit but have, instead, special logical cards installed inside the control console. 

The standard software pilots the feedback system of the machine and receives the test data. The results are printed 
together with the general information input by the user. To control the load pace rate it is possible to obtain a load/time graph 
either on screen or via printer. Management of test fi les is very simple. 
These machines are particularly suitable to have auxiliary transducers (load or deformation) connected which are specifi cally 
required for measuring particular specimen characteristics such as the modulus of elasticity or Poisson ratio. Input 
channels are 8 as standard, but there is the possibility to have a second electronic card for a further 8 channels. Modifi ed 
software will be necessary, of course. 
The computer supplied is always one of the latest internationally renowned brand models with 17” colour monitor accompanied 
by a laser printer.

In compliance with Standards  EN 12390-4 -  BS 1610 -   BS 1881 -  DIN 51220 -  DIN 51223.

KC 300/EUR complete with accessories for “modulus of elasticity” (page 427) 

COMPUTERIZED TESTING MACHINE  -   WITH FEEDBACK SYSTEM


